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ABSTRACT

Commentators have long sought models for the decision by Bach and his anonymous librettist to spread the

Christmas Oratorio’s narration over twelve days. None of the most commonly proposed models can be shown

with certainty to have been performed over more than two days; it appears that the supposed tradition of multi-

day Christmas oratorios is invented. In fact there were models for this feature of the Christmas Oratorio:

Passion settings designed for or adapted to presentation over Holy Week or all of Lent. The practice is docu-

mented in five places concentrated in Saxony and Thuringia and involved both newly composed and older works

in both liturgical and devotional contexts. A new source reveals a previously unrecognized performance of this

kind, of Reinhard Keiser’s Brockes setting in Erfurt. Bach is likely to have known of this performance and others

of the type, and they were probably a significant influence on the organization and conception of his Christmas

piece performed ‘die Heilige Weyhnacht über’ in 1734/1735.

In using the word ‘Oratorium’ in the title of his Christmas Oratorio, bwv248, J. S. Bach acknowledged its

gospel narration in the voice of an evangelist and the direct speech of a few interlocutors, features it shares

with the Ascension Oratorio, bwv11, and with his settings of the Passion story. But a distinguishing charac-

teristic of the work is its division into six segments presented over a span of twelve days during the obser-

vance of the Christmas season, first done in 1734/1735. Bach called each of the units a ‘part’ (pars) designed

to stand on its own both in interpretive theme and in musical organization, but the six also fit into a larger

narrative and musical scheme encompassing the entire work.

Since the reappearance of the Christmas Oratorio in the middle of the nineteenth century, commentators

have sought models for the decision by Bach and his anonymous librettist to spread the oratorio’s narra-

tion over multiple days. Although several of the proposed antecedents are relevant to some degree, most

are fundamentally different in one or more textual and musical dimensions. The biggest problem is that

none appears with certainty to have been performed over several days. Despite many hopeful assertions,

the proposed antecedents do not really fit, and there does not seem ever to have been a tradition of multi-

day Christmas pieces.

In fact there were models for this feature of the Christmas Oratorio : Passion settings designed for or

adapted to presentation over multiple days that spread the musical setting of the narrative over Holy

Week or all of Lent. There is a larger number of these Passions than has been recognized, and they repre-

sent a more significant aspect of central German Passion music than has been understood. These multi-day

Passion performances are closely analogous in structure to the Christmas Oratorio, and given that several

were probably known to J. S. Bach, they could well have served as models.

The most inviting comparison to the Christmas Oratorio has been the Actus musicus auf Weyh-Nachten

by Bach’s Leipzig predecessor Johann Schelle. From a textual point of view the comparison is only approx-

imate, as the text of Schelle’s work after the opening liturgical formula is drawn entirely from gospel
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passages and chorale stanzas, and lacks poetic commentary. Bernd Baselt, the work’s champion, argued

that Schelle’s composition represented an antecedent to Bach’s oratorio, but he pointed out that there was

no reason to assume the older piece had been performed over several days.1 None the less, this has been

repeatedly proposed in the literature. The work is in three parts, and its gospel narrative consists of the

readings from Luke specified for the first and second of the three days of Christmas.2 The gospel text in

the first part of the Actus musicus corresponds to the reading for the first day of the feast, ending with the

chorus ‘Ehre sei Gott in der Höhe’. The reading for the second day, in contrast, is distributed between the

second and third parts, displacing a portion of the Christmas 2 reading to Christmas 3 in a hypothetical

performance spread over three days.3

Even if it is liturgically plausible that Schelle’s work was heard over three days, the brevity of the musical

setting makes this unlikely. Part 2, consisting of a ten-bar sonata, one gospel verse and single chorale stanza,

lasts approximately two and a half minutes and seems unlikely to have stood on its own. I think Schelle’s

composition was a single-day piece and thus not a model for bwv248’s multi-day narrative organization.4

Almost inevitably, Heinrich Schütz’s Christmas Oratorio has likewise been proposed as a model for

Bach’s, including with respect to a multi-day presentation.5 One problem with this is that except for the

opening quasi-liturgical introduction announcing the subject and the closing doxology, the text of Schütz’s

work is simply the gospel narration of the nativity story; there are no interpolated commentaries of any

kind. (The eight little concertos Schütz called ‘intermedii’ are settings of words of direct speech by inter-

locutors in the story, not interpolations.) The work is thus only loosely comparable to Bach’s Christmas

Oratorio in this regard. But once again the division of the work over several days is the real problem. At

least one writer suggests the possibility of dividing Schütz’s composition after ‘Ehre sei Gott in der Höhe’

(presumably because that represents the end of the gospel text for the first day of Christmas), making for a

presentation over two days.6 I do not see any indication that this was part of the piece’s design or (to the

limited extent that we know about the work’s performance in the seventeenth century) that this was ever

done.

The diary of Johann Philipp Krieger’s Weißenfels church music performances in the late seventeenth

and early eighteenth centuries led Walter Blankenburg to speculate that the lost Christmas works listed

there may have been designed for the entire season, and evidently to interpret the Christimas pieces cited

there as parts of a multi-day oratorio. Unfortunately, there does not appear to be any evidence to support

this suggestion.7 One wonders whether the motivation here, as with the works by Schelle and Schütz, is a

desire to see Bach’s plan for the Christmas Oratorio as part of a tradition.

1 Berndt Baselt, ‘Der ‘‘Actus Musicus auf Weyh-Nachten’’ des Leipziger Thomaskantors Johann Schelle’, Wissenschaftliche

Zeitschrift der Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg, Gesellschafts- und sprachwissenschaftliche Reihe 14 (1965), 331–

344.

2 The division is a feature of the work’s lone source in Luckau; it is difficult to know how it relates to practice there or

in Leipzig.

3 This is the case in J. S. Bach’s Christmas Oratorio as well.

4 Bafflingly, Walter Blankenburg asserts that we must reckon ‘with certainty’ on a division of Schelle’s Actus musicus

over the three days of Christmas because the work’s scope speaks against a continuous performance. Recent modern

recordings of this work last about twenty-four minutes overall, and Blankenburg’s reasoning is not clear to me.

Walter Blankenburg, Das Weihnachts-Oratorium von Johann Sebastian Bach (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1982), 35.

5 Baselt, ‘Der ‘‘Actus Musicus’’ ’, 338, calls Schelle’s work ‘the direct link’ between Bach’s Christmas Oratorio and the

one by Heinrich Schütz.

6 Blankenburg, Das Weihnachts-Oratorium, 35.

7 Blankenburg, Das Weihnachts-Oratorium, 35–36. As transcribed by Max Seiffert (Johann Philipp Krieger, 21 Ausge-

wählte Kirchenkompositionen, ed. Max Seiffert, Denkmäler deutscher Tonkunst (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1916),

volumes 53–54, xxxv), the entries specifying Christmas historiae are ambiguous at best; the modern transcription

lists repertory but the original document is a chronology, so entries made over the years might or might not refer

to distinct works. The transcription reads:

Die Historia von der Geburt Jesu Christi. a 22. 12 voc. 10 Instr. [Weihn. 84]
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Claims like this have accumulated. A Christmas oratorio by Friedrich Funke performed in Lüneburg in

1693 is documented in a printed libretto, and this work has recently surfaced among supposed antecedents

of bwv248. The libretto’s title-page unambiguously describes it as having been performed on the first and

second days of Christmas. Of course the gospel readings for those days constitute a continuous narrative,

and it is unsurprising that concerted music performed over two days would reflect this division. But a two-

day musical setting of the nativity story represents only a loose connection to Bach’s Christmas Oratorio,

which spans not only the three days of Christmas but all the way to Epiphany as well.8

The search for multi-day antecedents has extended beyond Christmas to Antonio Scandello’s Resurrec-

tion Historia, composed for Dresden around 1570 and widely printed in the seventeenth century.9 This

responsorial setting, with a monophonic intonation of the Evangelist’s words and four-part homorhythmic

accounts of the words of others, employs the text of Johannes Bugenhagen’s Evangelienharmonie.10 The

sections into which Scandello’s setting is sometimes now divided correspond largely to the gospel readings

for the three days of Easter, and it would certainly have been possible to spread the work over several days.

As with some of the Christmas pieces, though, this represents simply the succession of gospel readings.11

The work was printed in the Leipzig hymnal and liturgical book edited by Gottfried Vopelius in 1682, but

shows no division at the points at which Leipzig practice broke the readings for the three days of Easter.

The presentation by Vopelius provides no introductions or conclusions other than at the beginning and

end of the entire narrative, suggesting that in Leipzig, at least, this work was heard continuously on one

day. It is thus difficult to regard Scandello’s Easter work as a model for the Christmas Oratorio’s presenta-

tion over multiple days.

It is not hard to see why writers would hope to find close connections between bwv248 and works by

predecessors, particularly iconic ones like that of Schütz. Baselt’s view, put forward in connection with

Schelle’s Actus musicus, is typical in suggesting a line of development of Christmas oratorios – particularly in

what he calls a popular or folk-like line (‘volkstümlicher Zug’) – from Rogier Michael in Dresden (represented

by a 1602 responsorial setting) in the early seventeenth century through to Bach in the eighteenth.12 This

idea is everywhere. Ignace Bossuyt writes that ‘A line can be drawn from the Schütz historia via the actus

musicus (by Schelle, one of Schütz’s pupils) through to the oratorio of Bach’s time’.13 Blankenburg writes

of the ‘development’ from the historia to the actus musicus to the oratorio, with the clear implication of

Die Historia von der Geburt Jesu Christi. a 24. 12 voc. 12 Instr. [Weihn. 91]

Die Historia von der Geburt Jesu Christi. a 25. 12 voc. 13 Instr. [Weihn. 96]

Die Historia von der Geburt Jesu Christi. a 16. 8 voc. 8 Instr. [Weihn. 17]

Die Historia von der Geburt Jesu Christi. a 20 [Weihn. 20]

Note that these pieces are specified for Christmas, whereas other compositions are explicitly described as being for

the second or third day; this suggests that the historiae were performed on one day.

8 See Peter Wollny, ‘Über die Beziehungen zwischen Oper und Oratorium in Hamburg im späten 17. und frühen 18.

Jahrundert’, in Il teatro musicale italiano nel Sacro Romano Impero nei secoli XVII e XVIII (Como: Antiquae Musicae

Italicae Studiosi, 1999), 172, cited by Kerala J. Snyder, ‘Oratorio on Five Afternoons: From the Lübeck Abendmusiken

to Bach’s Christmas Oratorio’, in J. S. Bach and the Oratorio Tradition (Bach Perspectives 8), ed. Daniel R. Melamed

(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2011), 69, note 1.

9 Printed versions were issued in 1612 (Breslau), 1621 (Goslar) and 1682 (Leipzig, in Gottfried Vopelius’s Neu Leipziger

Gesangbuch). A modern edition can be found in Handbuch der deutschen evangelischen Kirchenmusik, ed. Konrad

Ameln and others (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1930–1980); monophonic portion in volume 1, part 3, poly-

phonic portion in volume 1, part 4. The claim of a connection to bwv248 appears in Blankenburg, Das Weihnachts-

Oratorium, 36.

10 Johann Bugenhagen, Die historia des leydens vnd der Aufferstehung vnsers Herrn Ihesu Christi aus den vier Euangelisten

(Wittemberg: Hans Weyss, 1526).

11 The source from Grimma, now in Dresden (D-Dl; Mus. Gri.11, a manuscript copy dated 1593), does appear to specify

a division over three days, but this is a distant connection to eighteenth-century Leipzig.

12 Baselt, ‘Der ‘‘Actus Musicus’’ ’, 338–339.

13 Ignace Bossuyt, Johann Sebastian Bach: Christmas Oratorio (bwv 248), translated by Stratton Bull (Leuven: Leuven

University Press, 2004), 25.
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culmination in Bach, whose setting he calls a ‘true oratorio’.14 But this appears to be an invented tradition;

even leaving aside the dubious concept of ‘development’, there does not appear to be a line of multi-day

Christmas pieces before Bach’s, largely because there appear to be hardly any such pieces at all.

The temptation of inventing a tradition of multi-part Christmas works can be observed in the marketing

of recordings, too. Recordings of Christmas works by several of Bach’s contemporaries have been packaged

as ‘Christmas oratorios’, a fiction that evidently helps sell CDs but that misrepresents the repertory. The

works on these recordings (for example, by Christoph Graupner and Gottfried Heinrich Stölzel) are

Christmas-season liturgical cantatas, mostly without narration, put in order as if they were direct parallels

to the parts of bwv248.15 The motivation is probably commercial but the result is the same as with the

scholarly efforts: these claims build the impression that multi-part Christmas oratorios were commonplace.

We need to abandon this line of thinking and with it the fanciful idea that Bach was following an established

pattern in the multi-day design of his work for Christmas.

We have a somewhat better model in the Lübeck Abendmusiken, which (at least under the direction

of Dieterich Buxtehude from 1678) presented dramatic oratorios spanning multiple days. They took place

initially on the second and third Sundays in Advent, eventually extending to five Sundays from approxi-

mately 1681. The practice continued under Johann Christian Schieferdecker at least until 1729, and under

Johann Paul Kunzen after that.16 Kerala Snyder has shown points of contact between the Abendmusiken

and Bach’s Christmas Oratorio, particularly in the performance of each over multiple days.17 But the parallel

goes only so far because the Lübeck events were non-liturgical. Their librettos also soon abandoned biblical

narrative for poetic versions, and emphasized reflection and dialogue over continuous narration. It is also

worth noting that the Abendmusiken that Bach experienced in the autumn of 1705 on his famous trip to

Lübeck, works designated ‘extraordinary’, were not narrative but rather consisted of allegorical representa-

tions of mourning and celebration of the old and new emperors that year. Bach may have known the text

or music of later narrative Abendmusiken, but his own experience in Lübeck did not supply a direct model

for the Christmas Oratorio.

In fact there is a more direct set of comparisons to the Christmas Oratorio : Passion performances spread

over multiple days. I am not the first to point out the connection, but I do not think the significance of

these directly comparable oratorio performances has been sufficiently appreciated.18 I have found docu-

mentation for this practice in five places, concentrated in Saxony and Thuringia, showing a variety of

ways in which a continuously narrative musical work could be spread over days or weeks. They involved

both newly composed and adapted works, and were presented in both liturgical and devotional contexts

(see Table 1).

14 Blankenburg, Das Weihnachts-Oratorium, 29. There has been some welcome resistance to this facile view; Günther

Massenkeil, surveying German oratorios, is reluctant to see Schelle’s work as a direct antecedent of Bach’s Christmas

Oratorio because of his view that its central textual element is not the gospel text but rather the stanzas of the hymn

‘Vom Himmel hoch, da komm ich her’. Günther Massenkeil, Oratorium und Passion (Laaber: Laaber, 1999), 193.

15 Christoph Graupner, Ein Weihnachts Oratorium (Ricercar RIC307, 2010). The recording lists the movements of

its cantatas as through-numbered, suggesting a continuous whole. The recordings of Gottfried Heinrich Stölzel,

Christmas Oratorio Cantatas 1–5 (CPO 9996682, c 2000) and Christmas Oratorio Cantatas 6–10 (CPO 9997352,

c 2000) even acknowledge the contents as a ‘fictitious Christmas Oratorio’. Compare also the packaging of a CD of

Rosenmüller’s Christmas music as a ‘Weihnachtshistorie’ (Harmonia Mundi HMC 901861, 2004).

16 For a list of titles see Volker Scherliess and Arndt Schnoor, eds, ‘Theater-Music in der Kirche’: Zur Geschichte der

Lübecker Abendmusiken (Lübeck: Bibliothek der Hansestadt Lübeck – Musikhochschule Lübeck, 2003), 73–75.

17 Snyder, ‘Oratorio on Five Afternoons’.

18 Philipp Spitta, J. S. Bach, two volumes (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1873–80), volume 2, 357–358, cited the typical

Protestant division into six parts, referring to the Rudolstadt libretto and to one from Schleiz (see below), and even

suggested that in dividing the Christmas Oratorio Bach had done what had been done elsewhere for the Passion story

(volume 2, 404). Blankenburg, Das Weihnachts-Oratorium, 36, refers to the practice of dividing the passion and to the

Rudolstadt libretto. Irmgard Scheitler, ‘Ein Oratorium in der Nürnberger Frauenkirche 1699 und seine Nachfolger’,

Morgen-Glantz 14 (2004), 183, calls the division of the passion over multiple days ‘usual’ in central Germany.
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Table 1 Multi-day passion performancesa

Rudolstadt 1688/1707

[Bugenhagen/Erlebach]b

Nuremberg 1699

[Bugenhagen/Erlebach]

Eisenach 1711

[Bugenhagen/?]

Schleiz c 1750

[Bugenhagen/?]c

Nuremberg 1705

[Tauber/Zeidler]

Nuremberg 1729

[Brockes/Zeidler?]

Erfurt c 1731–1737

[Brockes/Keiser]

1. Esto mihi In seven parts,

but dates are not

specified.

1. Invocavit (IIa) 1. Invocavit (Ia) 2. Invocavit

2. Thursday (IIb)

3. Reminiscere (IIIa) 2. Reminiscere (Ib) 3. Reminiscere

4. Thursday (IIIb)

1. Oculi (I) 5. Oculi (IVa) 4. Oculi (Id) 1. Oculi 4. Oculi

6. Thursday (IVb)

2. Läetare (II) 7. Läetare (Va) 5. Läetare (Ie) 2. Läetare 5. Laetare

8. Thursday (Vb)

3. Judica (III) 9. Judica (Vc) 6. Judica (IIa) 3. Judica 6. Judica

10. Thursday (Vd)

1. Palm Sunday (I) 4. Palm Sunday (IV) 7. Palm Sunday

[Abend-Betstunde]

(IIb) 4. Palm Sunday 7. Palm Sunday

2. Monday (II) 8. Monday (III)

3. Tuesday (III) 9. Tuesday (IVa)

4. Wednesday (IV)

5. Maundy Thursday (Va) 5. Maundy

Thursday

(Va) 3. Maundy Thursday (Ic) 5. Maundy

Thursday

8. Maundy

Thursday[Vormittag]

10. Maundy Thursday

[Abends]

(IVb)

6. Good Friday (Vb) 6. Good Friday (Vb) 11. Good Friday (Va) 6. Good Friday 9. Good Friday

[Vormittag]

12. Good Friday

[Abends]

(Vb)

a Roman numerals refer to parts of Bugenhagen’s Evangelienharmonie ; dividing points differ among the various performances.
b Dates are conjectural; the libretto specifies only that the work’s six parts were performed daily in Holy Week.
c Evidently an expanded version of a work from c 1729.
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The earliest known Passion spread over multiple days – and a particularly influential work – is the

setting heard in Rudolstadt beginning at the latest in 1688, documented in printed librettos from that year

and from 1707. The wording of the title-pages suggests daily presentation of the work’s six parts during

Holy Week, presumably beginning on Palm Sunday and ending on Good Friday.

Die Hochtröstliche Geschicht des bittern Leidens und Sterbens Unsers HERRN und Heylandes

Jesu Christi / aus den 4. Evangelisten zusammen getragen / In VI. Actus abgetheilet und mit

füglichen Arien und Liedern hie und da untermenget / Wie solche In der Hoch-Gräfl. Schwartzb.

Hof-Capelle zu Rudolstadt Die heil. Marter-Woche durch / von Tage zu Tage / pflegt musiciret

zu werden. Rudolstadt / Gedruckt bey Heinrich Urban. 1707.19

The most consoling history of the bitter suffering and death of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

assembled from the four Evangelists, divided into six actus and intermingled here and there with

apt arias and hymns, as it is customarily performed from day to day during Holy Week in the

Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt Hofkapelle. Rudolstadt, printed by Heinrich Urban, 1707.

According to Irmgard Scheitler the work was presented during devotions rather than as part of a normal

liturgy.20 The text is Bugenhagen’s Evangelienharmonie assembled from the four gospel accounts, following

his original division and additionally splitting the last of his five parts immediately after the report of Jesus’

death for a total of six actus ; the resulting six-part division matches Luther’s 1545 presentation of the

synoptic gospels. The complete Bugenhagen narration, rarely set in its entirety as a concerted Passion, lent

itself to multi-day presentation because of its length and wealth of detail. In fact, the multi-day presentation

in Rudolstadt may have been inspired by a desire to perform the entire Evangelienharmonie musically.

The work is typical for its time in its elaboration of the Passion narrative by interpolated chorale stanzas

and free poetry (‘hie und da untermenget’, according to the title-page) at places of narrative and theological

significance. Many familiar interpolations appear, including multiple stanzas of ‘Christe, du Lamm Gottes’

and of ‘O Lamm Gottes, unschuldig’, a multi-strophe presentation of ‘O Traurigkeit, o Herzeleid’ near the

end of the narration, and so on. Each actus is organized as a free-standing unit, with an opening chorale or

aria (typically labelled ‘Zum Anfange’ or something similar) and a closing one (sometimes labelled ‘Zum

Beschluß’).21 The actus each contain four to six interpolated chorales or arias; the fifth (narrating the

crucifixion) has eleven, counting the individual stanzas of ‘Christe, du Lamm Gottes’.

We do not know much about the lost musical setting, presumably composed by Philipp Heinrich Erlebach.

The title-page reports that the work was ‘musiciert’, pointing to a concerted performance. The work repre-

sented in the libretto corresponds closely to an entry in an inventory Erlebach prepared around 1700 (see

Table 2), and the instrumental disposition specified there suggests a musically consistent approach despite

the work’s distribution over many days. The role of the four violas da gamba in parts I to V is not certain;

possibilities include sinfonias, as in several numbers in the St Matthew Passion attributed to Friedrich

Funke; the accompaniment of narration, as in portions of Johann Sebastiani’s St Matthew Passion and

in Johann Theile’s St Matthew Passion (two gambas) and Heinrich Schütz’s Resurrection Historia (four

gambas); or the accompaniment of chorales or ‘arias’ as in the Sebastiani Passion, where a homorhythmic

texture of four violas and continuo characterizes the interpolated chorale settings throughout. The absence

of the gambas in the sixth actus, along with the absence of Jesus (whose death is reported at the end of part

V) among the listed interlocutors might suggest that the gambas were associated with his words. It is also

19 Reproduced in microfilm in Hymnologische Quellen aus Augsburger Bibliotheken (Erlangen: Harald Fischer, 2004).

Exemplar in the Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg, BS 4780. All translations are mine. Chorale identifications and

other matters discussed here are based on the discussion in Irmgard Scheitler, Deutschsprachige Oratorienlibretti:

Von den Anfängen bis 1730 (Paderborn: Ferdinand Schöningh, 2005), 111–116.

20 Scheitler, ‘Ein Oratorium in der Nürnberger Frauenkirche’, 183. Scheitler does not cite a source.

21 These and other rubrics were omitted from the 1707 reprint, which is otherwise essentially identical to the 1688

version (exemplar in Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August Bibliothek, Ts 53 (2)).
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possible that the instruments were withdrawn for symbolic reasons from this portion, presumably meant

for Good Friday, whatever their function elsewhere in the setting.

The vocal disposition is suggested by the listing of the Evangelist and interlocutors and by references to a

‘chorus’, whose placement at the end of the list of interlocutors may suggest that their role was the delivery

of the words of groups, as in responsorial Passions. In the libretto there are two references to ‘der Chor’: a

partial chorale stanza at the end of part IV, and three repetitions of the gospel line ‘Jesus von Nazareth, der

Jüden König’ articulating the stanzas of an aria. The labelling of these passages for chorus suggests that

most of the interpolated poetry was, in contrast, sung in solo settings.

Erlebach’s own inventory calls the six parts collectively a ‘Historia Passionis’ – a single work – and the

six portions of the text were published as an entity. These features all point to a conception of the six-day

work as a unified composition. We can note the absence of the typical liturgical introduction (‘[Höret] das

Leiden und Sterben’), which would have served only the first part. Each of the parts was evidently meant to

stand on its own as well; the first section begins like all the others, with a commentary text, and each part

(including the last) ends the same way.

The title-page’s wording (‘pflegt musicirt zu werden’) suggests that the multi-day musical presentation

of the Passion was a regular practice in Rudolstadt in 1688, which is confirmed by the reprinted text from

1707. As Scheitler has pointed out, the practice was influential; the Rudolstadt work was performed not only

in that city but also in the Nuremberg Frauenkirche in 1699, a presentation documented in a printed text

that largely matches the one from Rudolstadt.22 As in Rudolstadt, the work was heard not during the prin-

cipal worship service but at vespers. It was evidently adapted to local practice in the division of each actus

in two to accommodate the sermon typical of vesper liturgies.

The libretto specifies the performance of the six parts over multiple days, but rather than Rudolstadt’s

presentation during Holy Week, the Nuremberg libretto places the six parts of the Passion narrative on

four Sundays during Lent (beginning with Oculi) and on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday.23 This goes

Table 2 Rudolstadt inventory entry (c 1700) for Erlebach’s Passion historiaa

Historia Passionis Dni nostri Jesu Christi

Actus I. Evangelista. Jesus, Petrus, Johannes, Judas, Chorus et 4 Viole di gambe con 2 Tiorbe

Actus II. Evangelista. Jesus, Petrus, Judas, Chorus et 4 Viole di gamba con 2 Tiorbe

Actus III. Evangelista, Jesus, 2 Mägde, 4 Knechte, 2 Zeugen, Petrus, Caiphas, Chorus et 4 Viole di gambe

con 2 Tiorbe

Actus IV. Evangelista, Jesus, Pilatus, Judas, Pilati Weib, Chorus et 4 Viole di gambe con 2 Tiorbe

Actus V. Evangelista, Jesus, Pilatus, 2 Uebelthäter, Chorus et 4 Viole di gambe con 2 Tiorbe

Actus VI. Evangelista, Pilatus, Chorus et 2 Tiorbe

a Philipp Heinrich Erlebach: Harmonische Freude musikalischer Freunde. I. und II. Theil, ed. Otto Kinkeldey (Leipzig:

Breitkopf & Härtel, 1914; revised edition by Hans Joachim Moser, 1959), xxvii.

22 The Preface to this print evidently confirms Erlebach’s authorship of the musical setting. Scheitler, ‘Ein Oratorium

in der Nürnberger Frauenkirche’, 185–196. ‘Leidens- und Sterbens-Geschicht / unsers Heilandes Jesu Christi / Aus

denen 4. Evangelisten zusammen getragen / in 6. Absätze getheilet / Und mit füglichen Arien hie und da untermengt /

wie selbige in der Nürnbergischen Capelle / bey unser Frauen / soll Musikalisch aufgeführet werden’ (History of the

suffering and death of our saviour Jesus Christ assembled from the four Evangelists divided into six sections and

intermixed here and there with apt arias as it is to be performed by the Kapelle of Our Lady’s Church in Nuremberg).

I have not seen this source.

23 Scheitler ‘Ein Oratorium in der Nürnberger Frauenkirche’, 186: ‘von Oculi an zurechnen / 4. Sonntage nacheinander /

die 4. ersten Handlungen; künfftigen Grünen Donners= und Char=Freytag aber / die letzern zwo’ (The first four parts

on four Sundays in a row counting from Oculi; the last two on the following Maundy Thursday and Good Friday).
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a step beyond the work’s design in stretching the performance over nearly four weeks. I do not think we

should be surprised to encounter the presentation of elements of the Passion story throughout Lent, but

the narrative (and presumably also musical) continuity of a setting performed over this span is striking.

And the six parts were fitted into services on days that conventionally saw liturgies in Lutheran Germany –

Sundays in Lent, Maundy Thursday and Good Friday – leading to a performance spread over non-

consecutive days.

The Bugenhagen Passion narrative was also the basis for a multi-day musical setting represented in a

libretto published in Eisenach in 1711 and documenting its performance there:

Die höchst=tröstliche Fasten=Zeit Wurde nebst andern gottseeligen Betrachtungen über das

bittere Leiden und Sterben unsers HErrn und Hey= landes JEsu Christi / auch mit Harmonischer

Devotion, nach Anleitung der Vier Evangelisten zugebracht / Also / daß wöchentlich zweymal /

nemlich Sonntags und Donnerstags / von Invocavit an bis auf Palmarum des 1711ten Jahres / bey

öffentlichem Gottesdienste / einen Theil davon musicalisch aufführete Ihr. Hochfl. Durchl / zu

Sachsen=Eisenach Capelle. GOTHA / gedruckt bey Christoph Reyhern / F. S. Hof=Buchdr.24

During the most consoling time of Lent, in addition to other pious meditations, the bitter suffer-

ing and death of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ was performed with harmonic devotion,

according to the four Evangelists; that is, that twice a week (namely Sundays and Thursdays)

from Invocavit to Palm Sunday, 1711 in public worship; a portion thereof was performed musi-

cally by the Saxon-Eisenach Kapelle. Gotha, printed by Christoph Reyhern, court printer.

Bugenhagen’s text is divided into five ‘Abhandlungen’, omitting his first actus and once again subdividing

the last. This performance was distributed over ten days and was heard on Sundays and Thursdays in Lent,

beginning with Invocavit and finishing before Holy Week. The occasions are not specified beyond the

general ‘öffentliche Gottesdienst’, which suggests a regular liturgy rather than a devotional service but

does not confirm it.

No music is known to survive; we know only that the libretto’s title-page says that the work was ‘musi-

calisch aufführete’, again suggesting concerted performance. The reported participation of the Eisenach

court ensemble raises the possibility that Georg Philipp Telemann was responsible for the music, as Werner

Braun has suggested.25 Telemann had become Konzertmeister in Eisenach late in 1708 and Kapellmeister in

1709, remaining until early 1712; the performance documented by the libretto fell within a time during

which Telemann composed a great deal of church music.

The interpolated texts are a mix of familiar chorales and evidently new poetry. Each of the ten sections

opens and closes with poetic material; each is thus framed and potentially free standing. Aside from these

additional poems, though, the scheme of interpolations in the Eisenach libretto is almost identical to that in

the Rudolstadt Passion. Most of the texts are different (though the stanzas of ‘O Lamm Gottes, unschuldig’

and ‘Christe, du Lamm Gottes’ are placed identically), but the moments of commentary are the same in

both. The only exceptions are two places in the Eisenach text in which the narrative is broken off for an

additional poetic text, and one of those is to allow the subdivision of Bugenhagen’s second actus into the

first Sunday and Thursday sections in Eisenach. Either the compilers of the Eisenach libretto knew the

Rudolstadt text and adapted it by substituting new poems, or the two Passions drew on some common

scheme of interpolations in the Bugenhagen Evangelienharmonie.26 If the Eisenach setting was indeed

modelled on the Rudolstadt text (with updated and perhaps locally preferable poetic interpolations), then

24 Exemplar in Thüringer Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek, 8. Theol. XXXVIII, 169(5).

25 Werner Braun, Die mitteldeutsche Choralpassion im achtzehnten Jahrhundert (Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt,

1960), 89.

26 At the least, the similarity suggests that the Eisenach passion was old-fashioned in its scheme of interpolations and

in its adherence to the use of strophic chorales and arias. It appears unlikely that this work was a concerted passion

setting of the kind that had been performed for a decade or so in Hamburg by this time.
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the additional interpolated poems – the ones that open and close sections – represent the process of adapt-

ing a work originally designed to be heard in five parts to a presentation in ten units, an extended perfor-

mance made possible by the provision of framing poetic numbers.

One further libretto documents the musical performance of the Bugenhagen Evangelienharmonie over

multiple days. In his biography of J. S. Bach, Philipp Spitta cited a Passion performed in the town of

Schleiz.27 According to Spitta, the work was presented during the reign of Count Heinrich XII; that is,

between 1726 and 1784.28 It is likely but not certain that this is the same work Spitta cites elsewhere, a 1729

‘Schleizer Passion’ with twenty-seven chorales, from which he quotes a poetic movement said to be a

parallel to ‘Ruht wohl’ from Bach’s St John Passion, bwv245.29

The source or sources cited by Spitta are not known to survive,30 but another printed libretto from

Schleiz preserved in Berlin may be closely related:

Die mit andächtigen Betrachtungen Ihres leidenden Erlösers Jesu Christi zur heiligen Fasten=Zeit

beschäftigte Gläubige Seele, Nach Veranlassung der aus den vier Evangelisten zusammen gezogenen

Leidens=Geschichte, Mit untermischten geistlichen Arien und Gesängen, aufgeführet von der

Gräfl. Reuß = Plauisch. Hof=Capelle zu Schleitz. Schleitz, gedruckt bey Johann Michael Goderitsch

hinterlassenen Wittbe. [added by hand: Autor Henr: XII Reuss.]31

The faithful soul, occupied during Lent with meditation on its suffering saviour Jesus Christ,

motivated by the history of his suffering assembled from the four Evangelists, with intermingled

arias and hymns, performed by the Reuß-Plauen Hofkapelle in Schleitz. Schleitz, printed by

Johann Michael Goderitsch’s widow.

The libretto presents Bugenhagen’s text divided into twelve parts, specified for Invocavit through to Good

Friday, but it contains far more than twenty-seven chorales: there are twenty-three single-stanza pieces

labelled ‘aria’, almost all indicated as ‘da capo’;32 forty-eight interpolations labelled ‘Chor’ (and one ‘Choral’),

many identifiable as familiar chorale texts, with some tunes specified and many in multiple strophes; one

da capo ‘chorus’ near the end (curiously multi-strophe, a feature that appears to conflict with a ‘da capo’

indication); and two pieces labelled ‘Soliloquium’ on the model of the Brockes Passion, one after the

description of Peter’s bitter tears (‘Soliloquium des bußfertigen Sünders’) and the other after Judas’ betrayal

27 ‘Graf Heinrich XII. führte in Schleiz ein zwölftheilige Passion ein, deren erster Abschnitt am Sonntage Invocavit und

deren letzter am Charfreitage abgesungen wurde. Der Text befindet sich auf den gräflichen Bibliothek zu Wernigerode

(H b, 417) . . . Passionsharmonie’. Spitta, J. S. Bach, volume 2, 358, note 75. Note that this is not the same print as the

ORATORIUM Welches aufgeführt wird In der Schloß-Capelle zu Schleiz (Oratorio that is to be performed in the Castle

Church in Schleiz) cited by Spitta, J. S. Bach, volume 2, 328; this collection of librettos for the entire church year

survives in the same bound collection in Berlin as the 1750 libretto. The ruling family in Schleiz was Reuss, one of

whose members commissioned Schütz’s Musicalische Exequien.

28 Dates from <www.thepeerage.com> (20 March 2014).

29 Spitta (J. S. Bach, volume 2, 350, note 65) suggested ‘Ruht, ihr heiligsten Gebeine’ as a parallel to ‘Ruht wohl, ihr

heiligen Gebeine’, bwv245/39. Because of this claimed connection to Bach’s St John Passion, the ‘Schleizer Passion’

surfaces periodically in the Bach literature. Werner Neumann, Sämtliche von Johann Sebastian Bach vertonte Texte

(Leipzig: Deutscher Verlag für Musik, 1974), 244, refers to Spitta’s ‘Schleizer Passion’ in the notes to bwv245 without

giving any hint that he knows what it is. Other writings on bwv245 mention it in the same way, like Arthur Mendel’s

critical commentary to the Neue Bach-Ausgabe, series 2, volume 4 (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1974), 168, citing Spitta, and

Friedrich Smend, Bach in Köthen (Berlin: Christlicher Zeitschriftenverlag, c 1951), 120.

30 The Stolberg-Wernigerode hymnological collection in which Spitta found the libretto came to the Staatsbibliothek zu

Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz in 1930 and is not fully catalogued, according to a personal communication from

Roland Schmidt-Hensel of the Staatsbibliothek.

31 Exemplar in Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung mit Mendelssohn-Archiv, Slg

Wernigerode Hb 983.

32 One text is labelled ‘Aria Duetto’, implying solo settings of the others. The printed libretto indicates only the opening

and closing words of each narrative section, sometimes to the point of extreme abbreviation; clearly the narrative

portion was unambiguously familiar, and the print’s emphasis is on the interpolated chorales and poetic texts.
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that alternates stanzas for Judas and a ‘Gläubige Seele’ (Faithful Soul, one of Brockes’s allegorical characters).

The text cited by Spitta as a supposed model for a movement from bwv245 is not present. The identity of

the printer suggests that this publication dates from around 1750.33 If this is fundamentally the same work

as Spitta’s twenty-seven-chorale setting from 1729, it evidently represents a later revision and expansion and

suggests a continuing practice of multi-day Passion presentations in Schleiz.

The gospel narrative in the Schleiz libretto is distributed over twelve days, beginning with Invocavit;

portions were heard on the Sundays in Lent and on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday of Holy

Week (two parts on each of the last two days). Part 3, which relates Jesus’ sharing of bread and wine (the

words of institution), was performed out of scriptural order; it is listed in its narrative place in the printed

text, but its text is found later as the first of the two parts designated for Maundy Thursday.

Each of the twelve sections begins and ends with a chorale, representing a familiar framing of the narra-

tive. Several of these framing poems supply two stanzas; otherwise the interpolations are mostly individual

stanzas, in contrast to the frequent multiple-stanza interpolations in the other settings based on Bugenhagen’s

narrative. Overall the Schleiz setting, at least in this version, offers many more interpolations than the others.

This stems partly from the division into so many units (requiring more opening and closing poetic texts),

but the text is also interrupted more frequently within them.

If the performance of an earlier version indeed took place in 1729, then the music director in Schleiz at

the time would have been Johann Sebastian Koch, who had been promoted in 1728 from the position of

Figural-Cantor.34 Koch has a J. S. Bach connection: he had been in Schleiz since 1719 and was thus presum-

ably present when the latter visited in 1721. Johann Sebastian may also have known Koch through connec-

tions in Mühlhausen, where Koch became a prefect just after Bach’s time there; Bach evidently returned to

the city for a musical performance at least once during Koch’s tenure, so might well have encountered him

there.35 No music for the Schleiz Passion is known to survive, and it is unknown who was responsible for

the setting, though Koch is an obvious possibility.

We have seen that the six-part Rudolstadt Passion setting by Erlebach was heard over multiple days in

Nuremberg in 1699. Evidently based on this model, early eighteenth-century Nuremberg heard several

further divided Passion settings based on other texts. A printed libretto from 1705 documents a Passion

presented during Lent and Holy Week; two years later this material was republished as part of a full annual

cycle of church works:

Gottselige Gedancken über die vom Sonntag Oculi an / bis auf den Char-Freytag / einfallende

Evangelien / und darauf folgende H. Betrachtungen / Des unschuldigen Leidens und Sterbens

unsers HErrn und Hey= landes JESU Christi / Wie solche in der Kirche zu St. Ma= rien vor

und nach der Predigt in sechs Abtheilungen vorge= stellet werden. Nürnberg / bey den

Felßeckerischen Erben / Anno 1705.36

33 Berthold Schmidt, Geschichte der Stadt Schleiz, volume 3, Von der Burggrafenzeit bis zum deutsch-franz: Kriege (1550–

1871) (Schleiz: W. Krämer, 1916), 255.

34 According to the entry on Koch in Johann Gottfried Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon (Leipzig: Wolfgang Deer, 1732).

35 Hans-Joachim Schulze has proposed that this was the occasion on which Bach’s lost oboe d’amore concerto, related

to the Keyboard Concerto in A major, bwv1055, was performed. Hans-Joachim Schulze, ‘Johann Sebastian Bachs

Konzerte: Fragen der Überlieferung und Chronologie’, Beiträge zum Konzertschaffen Johann Sebastian Bachs (Leipzig:

Breitkopf und Härtel, 1981), especially 14–15, and ‘Johann Sebastian Bach’s Orchestra: Some Unanswered Questions’,

Early Music 17/1 (1989), 10. Koch had been a prefect in Mühlhausen c 1709–1711. Bach may already have left town in

mid-1708 by the time Koch served, but the dates are ambiguous. Bach returned to perform another town council

work the following year and possibly the one after that.

36 Exemplar in Stadtbibliothek Nürnberg, Will 8 VII 1435b. The reprint was Erbauliche Betrachtungen über die auf jeden

Sonn= und Feyer- tag das gantze Jahr hindurch geordnete Evangelien / Wie auch Gottselige Gedancken des bittern und

unschuldigen Leidens und Sterbens unser HERRN und Heilandes JESU Christi / Wie solche in der Kirche zu St. Marian

alhier in Nürnberg / vor / und zum Theil nach der Predigt / auf dem Music- Chor daselbst / vorgestellet werden. Nürnberg /

bey den Felßeckerischen Erben / 1707. Exemplar in Stadtbibliothek Nürnberg, Will 8 VII 1435c.
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Pious thoughts on the Gospels from Oculi Sunday to Good Friday and consequent meditations

on the guiltless suffering and death of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, as presented in six

sections in St Mary’s Church before and after the sermon. Nuremberg, Felßecker’s heirs, 1705.

The 1705/1707 libretto differs from other multi-day Passions in two significant respects. First, the musical

setting of the Passion narrative, which was presented in six parts starting with Sundays in Lent (Oculi to

Palm Sunday) and on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday, is described as part of the regular liturgy, not

a devotional service (as is a possibility for some of the performances discussed above). For each day, two

independent works are specified: a mixed-text cantata libretto related to the pericope (typically alternating

short scriptural passages and arias) before the sermon, and a segment of the Passion narrative (with fram-

ing and interpolated poetry) after. The Passion story was thus integrated into the service in a way that did

not displace the usual Sunday readings or their musical elaboration.

The second principal difference is that the Passion narrative employed is not Bugenhagen’s Evangelien-

harmonie. The last two of the six parts (for Maundy Thursday and Good Friday) are a pastiche drawn from

various gospels, a mixture that is not identical with Bugenhagen’s famous compilation and in fact much

shorter than it. The first three parts are based on Mark’s gospel, presented in a continuous narration over

three Sundays in Lent, and the fourth part (for Palm Sunday) continues Mark’s narration, with two inter-

polations from Matthew. The first four parts, then, are a nearly integral presentation of Mark’s gospel

spread over four weeks, a continuous narrative derived almost entirely from a single source.

The Preface to the 1705 print is unsigned, and the libretto ends only with the monogram ‘D. T. L. E. P.

G.’, but the Preface to the expanded 1707 publication is explicitly signed by Andreas Tauber, who identifies

himself as ‘Pelias’ in the literary society known as the Pegnischer Blumenorden. That Preface also identifies

the composer of the musical setting as Maximilian Zeidler. Zeidler had been a student of Pachelbel in

Nuremberg and according to his own account in Johann Mattheson’s Grundlage einer Ehren-Pforte became

organist of the Marienkirche in 1705 and Kapellmeister there in 1712.37 The texts of five annual cycles

of church cantatas are known, confirming his activity as a composer.38 No music by him survives, but

Mattheson’s entry cites his abilities and explicitly mentions the composition of at least one Passion setting.

His multi-day Passion represents an original composition of a work intended for presentation over an

extended period.

As Irmgard Scheitler has discussed in detail, the practice of dividing a musical Passion setting over many

days continued in Nuremberg.39 The ongoing cultivation of this way of presenting the Passion is docu-

mented in a 1729 libretto also connected with the Marienkirche:

Der für die Sünder der Welt gemarterte und sterbende Jesus / aus den vier Evangelisten in

gebundener Rede vorgestellet, und in der St. Marien-Kirche, vom Sonntag Esto mihi, bis h.

Char-Freytag musicalisch aufgeführet. Nürnberg, Zu finden bey Maximilian Zeidler, Capell-

Meister. 1729.40

Jesus, martyred and dying for the sins of the world, presented from the four Evangelists in verse

and performed musically in St Mary’s Church from Estomihi Sunday to Good Friday. Nuremberg,

to be had from Maximilian Zeidler, Kapellmeister. 1729.

The Passion performance in that year took place in nine parts spread over all of Lent, beginning with its

first Sunday. As with the other pieces, the last two sections were heard on Maundy Thursday and Good

37 Johann Mattheson, Grundlage einer Ehren-Pforte (Hamburg: author, 1740), 400–401.

38 Listed in Max Seiffert[, Kleine Mitteilung. Maximilian Zeidler], Sammelbände der internationalen Musik-Gesellschaft 7

(1905–1906), 483.

39 Scheitler, ‘Ein Oratorium in der Nürnberger Frauenkirche’, 179–211.

40 Exemplar in Stadtbibliothek Nürnberg, Will II, 1384.
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Friday. This division is an expansion of the principle behind the Nuremberg performances of Erlebach’s

Rudolstadt setting and the successor Tauber/Zeidler work, extended backwards to the Sunday before Lent.

Rather than Bugenhagen’s Evangelienharmonie or a gospel narrative, this libretto presents a poetic text

originally designed as a single unit. In fact it is the Passion oratorio by Barthold Heinrich Brockes, a text

famously set to music by Telemann, Handel, Keiser and Mattheson, along with many successors. This

libretto was immensely popular in the 1710s and 1720s, and was the source (direct and indirect) of poetic

texts interpolated in gospel oratorio Passions by both J. S. Bach and Telemann in the 1720s.41

The important issue here is not the choice of this famous text but the adaptation of an integral libretto

into a multi-day oratorio. This was accomplished, unsurprisingly, by the provision of chorale stanzas to

open and close most of the parts. The first begins with Brockes’s original aria tutti, ‘Mich vom Stricken

meiner Sünden’, and the last ends with the complex of chorales and arias that closed the work in Brockes’s

version. Each of the other parts has been provided with an opening chorale stanza relevant to the narrative

(see Table 3). Each has also been supplied with a hymn stanza to close the part except the first, fourth and

eighth, which were divided at places where Brockes’s text already included a chorale. Three parts have

been supplied with internal hymn stanzas as well. Throughout, each stanza is labelled (following Brockes)

‘Choral der christlichen Kirche’.42 The musical setting performed in Nuremberg in 1729 is unknown. It may

have been a composition of Zeidler, listed on the title-page as the person from whom the printed libretto

could be purchased. The work extends the practice of dividing a musical Passion setting to a poetic oratorio

originally designed for integral performance.

My last example is documented by a new source. The Harold Jantz Collection of German Baroque Litera-

ture housed at Duke University, well known to scholars of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and

widely available on microfilm, does not represent the entirety of Jantz’s prodigious collecting. Jantz assembled

many additional volumes, including some from the baroque era, catalogued outside the Baroque Collection

proper. Item 2398 in the general collection, a libretto for Reinhard Keiser’s setting of Brockes’s celebrated

poetic Passion oratorio, documents a previously unnoticed performance of the work in Erfurt in the first

half of the 1730s (see Figure 1):

Der Für die Sünde der Welt, Leidende und sterbende JESUS aus den IV. Evangelisten In einem

PASSIONS-ORATORIO Mit gebundener Rede vorgestellet von dem Herrn Brockes, Nach der

Composition des weitberühmten Herrn Käysers Die Fasten-Zeit hindurch Nach denen Nachmittags

Predigten In der Parfüsser-Kirche zu Er[f]furth musicalisch aufgeführet von Johann Martin

Klöppel, Cant. Erffurth, druckts Georg Andreas Müller.43

Jesus, suffering and dying for the sins of the world, presented as a Passion oratorio from the four

Evangelists in verse by Herr Brockes, musically performed according to the composition by the

world-famous Herr Keiser throughout Lent after the afternoon sermon [service] in the Barfüsser

Church by Johann Martin Klöppe, cantor. Erfurt, printed by Gorg Andreas Müller.

41 See Daniel R. Melamed, ‘Johann Sebastian Bach and Barthold Heinrich Brockes’, in J. S. Bach and the Oratorio

Tradition, 13–41.

42 It is not clear whether this symbolic invocation of the church as a sort of allegorical figure was matched by con-

gregational performance of the chorales, as it was in some places.

43 Exemplar in Durham, NC, Duke University Library, Harold Jantz Collection 2398. I thank the Duke University

Libraries, particularly Elizabeth B. Dunn of the Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library, for a copy

of the print. The entry for the item in WorldCat cites the year 1712 (the date of Brockes’s poem), but the print is

undated and certainly stems from the early 1730s.
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Table 3 Chorales in the 1729 Nuremberg libretto; added chorales in boldface

Non-allegorical

arias

Opening chorale Intermediate chorale Closing chorale

1 Words of

institution

Jesus [original aria tutti ‘Mich vom

Stricken meiner Sünden’]

Ach! wie hungert mein Gemüthe

2 Mount of Olives Peter, Jesus Darnach Er an den Oelberg trat Hilf siegen über das, was du schon

überwunden [2 stanzas]

3 Judas Peter Durch den Kuß der Judas-Feind

wird des Herrn Verräther

Meinen Jesum laß ich nicht

4 Caiphas, Peter Peter Ein Lämmlein geht und trägt die

Schuld

Ach Gott und Herr [2 stanzas]

5 Caiphas, Judas Judas Seelig sind, die müssen dulten Was ist die Ursach aller solcher

Plagen?

Ach! was soll ich Sünder machen?

[2 stanzas]

6 Pilate — Wann böse Zungen stechen Ach Gott vom Himmel sieh darein

7 Scourging — Erweitre dich meins Herzen-

Schrein

O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden Jesu, deine Passion

8 Crucifixion Maria So gehst du nun mein Jesu, hin O Menschen-Kind

9 Death Centurion Jesu! unter deinem Creutz

[2 stanzas]

Dein letztes Wort laß seyn mein

Licht

Mein Sünd mich werden kräncken

sehr / Ich bin ein Glied an deinem

Leib
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Figure 1 Passion libretto, Erfurt, 1730s (Duke University Library, Harold Jantz Collection 2398). Used by permission
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The libretto does not appear to be mentioned in any of the modern literature on Brockes, the Brockes

Passion or Reinhard Keiser;44 nor is this Brockes Passion discussed in any publication on Erfurt’s musical

history that I have seen.45

Johann Martin Klöppel, under whose direction the performance took place, was born in 1697 in Isseroda

(just outside Erfurt), where his father was a preacher, and enrolled in 1717 at the university in Jena. In 1722

he became cantor at Erfurt’s Thomaskirche, in June 1730 cantor at the Barfüßerkirche, and around 1737–

1738 cantor and Schulkollege at the prestigious Predigerkirche, where Johann Pachelbel, Nicolaus Vetter

and Johann Heinrich Buttstett had earlier served as organists. He also served as director of the collegium

musicum of the Ratsgymnasium. He married twice (in 1725 and 1742); his six children, born between 1726

and 1735, were each baptized in the Barfüßerkirche; and he was buried on 19 November 1755. He is known

to have directed a dramatic work in 1740 for a celebration by Erfurt printers, and in 1743 to have composed

and performed a ‘Trauerstück’ in the Predigerkirche for Phillip Carl, Archbishop of Mainz.46

Typographically, the Erfurt libretto closely resembles earlier printed texts of the Brockes Passion, and

was evidently modelled on them. Its title-page reflects two variants that appear together in only one other

edition of the text: the phrases ‘leidende und sterbende JESUS’ (rather than the typical ‘gemarterte und

sterbende’) and ‘mit gebundener Rede vorgestellet’ (as opposed to ‘in gebundener Rede’ in other prints).47

These wordings are otherwise unique to the libretto prepared for the sensational premiere of Georg Philipp

Telemann’s setting of Brockes’s text in 1716.48 The Erfurt title-page suggests that the compiler or printer

had access to a copy of the Frankfurt libretto or (less likely) to some unidentified common source. I suspect

that the Frankfurt libretto was well circulated and that it was indeed the model for the Erfurt version, even

though the performance there was of Keiser’s setting, not Telemann’s.49

The text of the Erfurt version is divided into seven parts, each beginning and ending with a chorale stanza

except for the first, which opens with Brockes’s original poetic text ‘Mich vom Stricken meiner Sünden’.

44 There is no mention in Richard Petzoldt, Die Kirchenkompositionen und weltlichen Kantaten Reinhard Keisers (1674–

1739) (Düsseldorf: G. H. Nolte, 1935); Henning Friedrichs, Das Verhältnis von Text und Musik in den Brockespassionen

Keisers, Händels, Telemanns und Matthesons (Munich: Katzbichler, 1975); Klaus-Peter Koch, Reinhard Keiser (1674–

1739): Leben und Werk (Teuchern: Förderkreis Reinhard-Keiser-Gedenkstätte, 2000); Herbert Lölkes, ‘ ‘‘. . . damit

ein vollständiges / zur Christlichen Ubung dienendes / Opus daraus erwachse’’: Zu den Soliloquiadrucken aus

Reinhard Keisers Passionen’, Archiv für Musikwissenschaft 54/4 (1997), 299–320; and Irmgard Scheitler, Deutschsprachige

Oratorienlibretti.

45 Including Hans Engel, Musik in Thüringen (Cologne: Böhlau, 1966), and Friedrich Wilhelm Riedel, ‘Kirchenmusik

im kurmainzischen Erfurt’, Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch 86 (2002), 85–107.

46 Biographical information on Klöppel is from a personal communication from Helga Brück, to whom I am grateful

for sharing her unpublished research on musical figures in Erfurt. Less detailed information appears in Martin Bauer,

Evangelische Theologen in und um Erfurt im 16. bis 18. Jahrhundert: Beiträge zur Personen- und Familiengeschichte

Thüringens (Neustadt an der Aisch: Degener, 1992), 115.

47 Friedrichs, Verhältnis, 25, calls this a hapax legomenon (a word occurring only once in the writer’s work), but here is

another instance.

48 That libretto served as an admission ticket for the Frankfurt performance; when the event was moved to the larger

Barfüßerkirche from the planned Armen-, Waisen- and Arbeitshaus, additional librettos were needed and a second

printing produced. Copies left over evidently also sufficed for a performance in 1717. See Carsten Lange, ‘Zur Aufführung

von Telemanns Brockes-Passionsoratorium in Frankfurt am Main’, in Telemann in Frankfurt: Bericht über das Symposium

Frankfurt am Main, 26./27. April 1996, ed. Peter Cahn (Mainz: Schott, 2000), 142–162.

49 This apparent connection to the Frankfurt libretto suggests the possibility that Klöppel was confused about the

authorship of his Brockes passion. Keiser was probably the best-known composer of a Brockes setting thanks to the

wide circulation of a printed edition of excerpts of his composition, the Auserlesene soliloquia (Hamburg, 1714). But

the very familiarity of that print and the arias in it would presumably have confirmed that the setting performed in

Erfurt was indeed by Keiser. It is most likely that the Erfurt performers had access to a musical source of Keiser’s

work but turned to the printed text from Frankfurt, which happened to have been associated with Telemann. The

texts of the two settings matched in nearly every detail, so this would not have presented difficulties.
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Most of the chorale stanzas that open and close each part are additions to Brockes’s text and to Keiser’s

composition, and provide framing movements for the narrative and poetic commentary in each section.

The addition of these chorales results in a work systematically divided into seven potentially free-standing

units, each lasting approximately ten to twenty minutes. All but the sixth (which is shorter) contain four to

six arias in addition to narrating recitative, ariosos and accompagnatos.

The divisions do not correspond to the traditional actus of the Passion story but do break up the narra-

tive into distinct scenes. Part 1 includes the Last Supper and Jesus’ words on the Mount of Olives; Part 2

narrates Jesus’ capture and ends with Peter’s lament, a traditional dividing-point for Passion narratives; and

Part 3 covers Jesus’ trial and judgment. Part 4 focuses on the scourging and mocking, Part 5 narrates the

crucifixion and Part 6 relates Jesus’ suffering on the cross. The sole action in Part 7 is Jesus’ death, related

in one brief line of paraphrased gospel text.

Each part has a distinct interpretive theme, suggested by the narrative and reflective poetry and fre-

quently reinforced by the added chorales (see Table 4). For example, Part 3 (on the trial) opens with a

reference to ‘Zeugniß’ (witness) and closes with an invocation of ‘Urtheil’ (judgment); both of the framing

chorales in Part 6 invoke the image of Jesus on the cross. The chorales at the ends of Parts 2 and 5 are

original to Brockes’s text and were retained. Intermediate chorales also original to Brockes’s text appear in

Parts 1 and 7 (in the latter as part of the complex of closing numbers). The adapters added intermediate

chorales to Parts 3 and 4 as well, perhaps to divide these relatively long sections, with their six arias. But

Part 2, which also contains six arias, has no intermediate chorale.

The division into parts also distributes the work’s solo interpolations in a significant way. Arias by the

allegorical characters Tochter Zion (Daughter Zion) and Gläubige Seele (Faithful Soul), both individual

numbers and those that are part of the multi-section scenas Brockes called ‘soliloquia’, appear throughout

in all seven parts. But five of the seven parts contain arias for exactly one non-allegorical character: Jesus in

Part 1, Peter in Part 2, Judas in Part 3, Maria in Part 5 (including a duet with Jesus) and the Centurion in

Part 7. (Parts 4 and 6 contain arias only for the two allegorical characters.) Each section thus not only treats

specific portions of the narrative but also isolates the responses and interpretive perspective of one character

in it. This is partly a feature of Brockes’s original text, whose commentary is passed from one character to

the next in ‘soliloquia’ over the course of the work, but it is emphasized by the division of the oratorio into

parts. As with the other divided works, one gets the impression of an attempt to create seven units that

could each stand on their own, framed by added chorales where the original lacked them.

The libretto’s title-page is ambiguous in specifying that the oratorio was heard after the ‘Predigt’

throughout Lent. This could literally mean after the sermon – within the liturgy – or could use ‘Predigt’

in its eighteenth-century sense in which the word stood not just for the sermon but for the entire service of

which it was a part. This would mean that the Erfurt performances took place outside the liturgy, perhaps

in a devotional service. It is not certain, either, on which days in Lent the parts of Keiser’s work were

performed in Erfurt. The seven Sundays including Estomihi (strictly speaking before Lent) are a possibility,

as are Maundy Thursday and Good Friday. There were as many variants of a schedule for a divided Passion

as there were librettos, as we have seen, so there are any number of possibilities.

The Erfurt performances almost certainly took place between 1731 and 1737. Klöppel was apparently

appointed to the cantorate of the Barfüßerkirche (named on the title-page as the venue) too late in 1730

to have led music there during Lent, making 1731 the first plausible year. The date of his appointment to

his next post at the Predigerkirche is not entirely clear. A volume of cantata texts planned for performance

there under his direction has a preface dated November 1737, so it is possible that Klöppel was still active at

the Barfüßerkirche as late as Lent 1737.50

50 Karl Hermann, Biblioteca Erfurtina (Erfurt: author, 1863), 287, cites Gott geheiligte Kirchen=Andacht oder Texte zur

Kirchen=Music, welche auf die gewöhnliche Sonn= und Fest=Tage, in der Prediger=Kirche künfftig G. G. zwey Jahre

durch u.s.w. von dem Choro Musico sollen musiciret werden von Johann Martin Klöppel. [Cant.] 1737. Engel, Musik in

Thüringen, 94–95, records Klöppel’s predecessor at the Predigerkirche, Joh. Fr. Stöpel, as having served from 1712 to

1738.
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Table 4 Chorales in the 1730s Erfurt libretto; added chorales in boldface

Non-allegorical

arias

Opening chorale Intermediate chorale Closing chorale

1 Words of institution; Mount of

Olives

Jesus [original opening aria tutti

‘Mich vom Stricken meiner

Sünden’]

Ach! wie hungert mein

Gemüthe

Wachet, betet, Christus spricht

2 Judas’ kiss; Caiphas; Peter’s

denial/lament

Peter Christe, du Lamm Gottes Ach Gott und Herr

3 Caiphas; Judas’ suicide;

judgment

Judas Falsche Zeugniß, Hohn und

Spott

Jetzt ist die Gnaden-Zeit,

ietzt steht der Himmel offen

Musst du auch das Urtheil

sprechen

4 Scourging; crown of thorns;

mocking

— Fließt ihr Augen, Fließt von

Thränen

Man hat dich sehr hart

verhöhnet

Jesu deine heilge [orig: tieffe]

Wunden

5 Golgotha; crucifixion Maria

[þJesus]

So gehst du [nun mein Jesu,

hin]

O Menschen-Kind

6 Darkness; ‘Es is vollbracht’ — Sey mir tausendmal gegrüsset Nun ist alles wohlgemacht

7 Death Centurion [Choral 95. 7, 11]a Mein Sünd mich werden

kräncken sehr

Laß auf deinen Tod [mich

trauen]

[Probably replaces chorale in

model]

a Two chorale verses from an unspecified hymnal.
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Klöppel appears to have been an ambitious musician, working his way up the hierarchy of Erfurt church

music positions, prospectively publishing an ambitious two-year cycle of cantata librettos when he assumed

the cantorate at the Predigerkirche, and presenting our seven-part Passion at the Barfüßerkirche. That he

chose Brockes’s oratorio testifies to the continuing appeal of this twenty-year-old text, the most influential

Passion libretto of the early eighteenth century. His selection of Keiser’s setting may reflect the availability

of musical materials but also the popularity of the excerpts the composer had published shortly after the

work’s composition.

Uniquely among the documented multi-day Passions discussed here, this work survives – or at least

most of it does, in the sources that transmit Keiser’s Brockes Passion. No source reflects the version per-

formed in Erfurt, so we do not have the added movements, which limits what we can say about Klöppel’s

musical procedures in adapting the work.51 There is reason to suspect that the added framing chorales were

simple four-part harmonizations, like those original to Keiser’s setting. We do not know their keys, which

might tell us something about the degree of tonal coherence Klöppel tried to maintain – or at least his

tolerance for juxtapositions (see Table 5). The division into parts and the addition of framing chorales

appears to have been guided more by textual considerations than musical ones in any event, and the text

may well have been the principal guide to the adaptation process rather than the music.

Together with the 1729 Nuremberg performances, the documented presentation of the Keiser Brockes

Passion in Erfurt over multiple days shows that in Thuringia and Saxony this practice extended to the

performance of an integral poetic work. Over the first half of the eighteenth century, multiple-day perfor-

mance was applied to changing textual and musical kinds of Passion settings. These performances and

those in Schleiz at least as late as 1750 demonstrate that the practice was observed throughout the first half

of the eighteenth century. Multi-day performance of continuous Passion narratives, including in concerted

settings, was a familiar practice in central Germany.

It is probable that J. S. Bach knew of these divided Passion performances. He certainly had connections

to Erfurt. During the 1730s several Bachs were employed as musicians there and in surrounding towns (see

Table 6). Bach’s eldest son Wilhelm Friedemann was named as a godfather to Tobias Friedrich’s daughter

in 1732, suggesting continued contact between Johann Sebastian’s family and that of his older brother

Johann Christoph (1671–1721). There were other Erfurt connections as well: his parents had been married

there, he had served as an organ examiner in the Augustinerkirche in 1716 and he was involved in an inher-

itance from the Lämmerhirt family there in 1720–1722. It is plausible that Bach knew of the performance of

Keiser’s Brockes Passion, in which some members of the Bach family could have taken part. We do know

51 The relationship of various textual and musical sources of Keiser’s Brockes setting is not clear. The treatment in

Friedrichs, Verhältnis, 30–36, does not help, and the question awaits a thorough study.

Table 5 Keys of concerted movements in the Erfurt Brockes Passion;

added chorales in boldface

I. d–F–F–B"–c–E"–c–g–E"–B"–[chorale]

II. [chorale]–G–c–E"–B"–F–V/c–f–E"–c–E"

III. [chorale]–g–[c]–F–c–g–F–d–[chorale]–a–F–g–[chorale]

IV. [chorale]–d–A–D–A–A–b–[chorale]–A–D–D–B"–d–[chorale]

V. [chorale]–B"–c–E"–d–g–c–g–c

VI. [chorale]–a–G–E"–c–[chorale]

VII. [chorale]–B"–c–c–d–d–d–F–B"–g–[chorale]
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that Bach was deeply interested in the Brockes text, which played a role in almost all his Passion music, and

in the music of Reinhard Keiser.52

There are some indications of closer connections between Bach and Nuremberg than have been suspected,

particularly in the realm of Passion music. Scheitler cites a performance in 1730 of a Brockes Passion adapta-

tion in two parts (Monday and Wednesday of Holy Week), at the Kartäuserkirche under Johann Jakob

Schwarz. In 1729 that same church had heard a performance of an unlikely setting of the ‘Erbauliche

Gedanken’, a Passion poem by Bach’s Leipzig collaborator Picander that he later drew on for the St

Matthew Passion but that may not have been intended for musical setting.53 In 1736 it was the site of a

performance of a poetic Passion by Gottfried Heinrich Stölzel, the same work (as was recently discovered)

that Bach performed in Leipzig in 1734.54 The Leipzig connections to this Passion repertory do not guarantee a

link to Bach, but do suggest that he was in a position to be aware of the long tradition in Nuremberg of

Passion performances spread over many days.

Bach also had musical connections to Schleiz, as we have seen, and to Eisenach – the city of his birth,

home to family members, including Johann Bernhard Bach, and workplace of Telemann, C. P. E. Bach’s

godfather. In all it seems likely that Bach was familiar with the central German practice of performing

Passions over multiple days, and I think this is the context in which we need to view his Christmas Oratorio,

which has many features in common with the multi-day Passion performances, particularly those that pre-

sented integral concerted settings. The Christmas Oratorio presents a continuous gospel narrative spread into

six parts heard over twelve days, partly aligned with daily readings but partly distributed over the available

dates. It constitutes an integral work but is divided into self-sufficient units. Each of its six parts except

the second begins with a poetic chorus, in contrast to most of the multi-day Passions, but each was also

designed to end with a chorale, the typical articulating movement in those works.55

Table 6 Bachs in Erfurt and surrounding villagesa

Johann Christoph Bach (19) (1685–1740), town music director

Johann Günther Bach (33) (1703–1756), town musician

Johann Christian Bach (32) (born 1696), musician in Sondershausen

Johann Friedrich Bach (35) (1706–1743), cantor and organist in Andisleben

Johann Aegidius Bach (36) (1709–1746), cantor in Großmonra

Tobias Friedrich Bach (40) (1695–1768), cantor in Udestedt

a Information on Bach family members (including identifying numbers in parentheses following the names) is

from Christoph Wolff and others, ‘Bach’, in Grove Music Online <www.oxfordmusiconline.com> (20 September

2009), and from Helga Brück, ‘Die Erfurter Bach-Familien von 1635 bis 1805’, Bach-Jahrbuch 82 (1996), 101–131.

52 On Bach family connections see the documents in Werner Neumann and Hans-Joachim Schulze, eds, Bach-

Dokumente. Band II: Fremdschriftliche und gedruckte Dokumente zur Lebens-geschichte Johann Sebastian Bachs 1685–

1750 (Kassel: Bärenreiter and Leipzig: Deutscher Verlag für Musik, 1969), documents 79, 101, 109, 112, 117, 118 and

322. On J. S. Bach’s interest in Keiser see C. P. E. Bach’s comments in Hans-Joachim Schulze, ed., Bach-Dokumente.

Band III: Dokumente zum Nachwirken Johann Sebastian Bachs 1750–1800 (Kassel: Bärenreiter and Leipzig: Deutscher

Verlag für Musik, 1972), document 803. On J. S. Bach’s contact with the Brockes Passion see Melamed, ‘Johann

Sebastian Bach and Barthold Heinrich Brockes’.

53 See Scheitler, Deutschsprachige Oratorienlibretti, 225, and Max Herold, ‘Die Passions-Oratorien in der Karthäuser

Kirche zu Nürnberg’, Siona 29 (1904), 25–30 and 45–50.

54 Tatjana Schabalina, ‘ ‘‘Texte zur Music’’ in Sankt Petersburg: Neue Quellen zur Leipziger Musikgeschichte sowie zur

Kompositions- und Aufführungstätigkeit Johann Sebastian Bachs’, Bach-Jahrbuch 94 (2008), 33–98.

55 The repetition of the opening chorus of the Christmas Oratorio’s third part was evidently an afterthought, and is not

reflected in the printed text; this part was probably intended to end with a chorale, like the others.
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If Bach was interested in presenting a musical treatment of the nativity, he was limited by the lack of a

liturgical place for such a setting in Leipzig beyond the usual weekly cantata. Put another way, there was

evidently no outlet for an oratorio at Christmas, at least not one longer than a usual cantata. We do not

know the context for Schelle’s Actus musicus, and can note that Bach’s narrative oratorios for Easter

(bwv249) and Ascension Day (bwv11) are each on the scale of long individual cantatas and that they

were presumably presented in the usual slot for a cantata. The six-part design of the Christmas Oratorio

made it possible to present a long musical setting of the Christmas narrative. Composing such a work

meant striking a balance between the necessity of the parts’ standing on their own and a desire to create a

single musical entity. In this regard the multi-day Passion offered a model.

And if the idea of a multi-day oratorio of any kind interested Bach, his options were limited. A divided

Passion oratorio was ruled out by Leipzig’s observance of the tempus clausum, which dictated that no con-

certed church music was heard during Lent. The Good Friday vespers performance of a concerted Passion

was an exception (as was the feast of the Annunciation), but presumably one that was not extended to

allow performances throughout Lent and Holy Week. A multi-day Passion setting was evidently not possible.

Easter was another option, but I do not know of any tradition of multiple-day Easter works; that narrative

does not appear to have been treated at great length in Lutheran Germany in any event. The Christmas

Oratorio may thus have represented Bach’s only Leipzig outlet for this extended sort of narrative work

other than the Good Friday Passion, one evidently modelled on a well-established central German practice

of multi-day Passion performances.
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